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The classic Thellier-Thellier procedure for determining the intensity of 

ancient magnetic fields is dependent upon the assumption that the magnetiza- 
tions acquired in discrete temperature intervals are independent of those 
acquired in other temperature intervals. This permits one to determine a 
series of independent values which can then be used to check for internal 
consistency of the observations and hence to determine where changes in the 
sample take place on heating. In previous studies of lunar paleointensity, 
this assumption has been inherently made, and it has been assumed that changes 
observed were related to mineralogical changes on heating. Repeat observa- 
tions on samples have recently convinced us that many of these apparent 
changes are in fact due to interactions within the magnetic minerals. In 
figure la we show curves of the acquisition of magnetic remanence in three 
lunar samples. These curves represent the remanence acquired by heating to 
the temperature shown and then cooling to room temperature in a field of 

0 
0.5 oe. Of particular note in these are inflections at about 300 C, at about 
550'~ and near 700'~ to 750'~. These features have been found on repeat runs 
and we are forced to conclude chat they are intrinsic properties of lunar 
samples and not artifacts due to heating. 

The significance of these inflections is that the remanences acquired in 
adjacent temperature intervals (PTRM) are not in fact independent and there- 
fore the full Thellier-Thellier technique is not directly applicable. Figure 
la also shows the thermal demagnetization curves are fairly uniform, but show 
a distribution of blocking temperatures and inflection points. These two sets 
of data have therefore been used to-plot conventional diagrams of the rema- 
nence acquired versus the TRM lost. In a proper Thellier-Thellier experiment, 
this should be a straight line whose slope is proportional to the applied 
field. In figure lb, the dotted line corresponds to the relation expected for 
a simple case in which the field was 0.5 oe (the field used here.) It can be 
seen that the general pattern gives a slope roughly corresponding to the 
applied field, but there are several peaks present and any given straight line 
portion of the curve does not give a good estimate of the field. 

Since it appears that the total TRM is roughly that expected, we have 
tested the total Tm1 acquired by heating to 800'~ in a field of 0.5 oe, versus 
the TREI lost on thermal demagnetization to test whether sensible values were 
obtained . 

These give 62235,17 n .  66 in 0.5 oe field 
62235,17 0.098 in 0.1 oe field 
68415,41 0.48 in 0.5 oe field 
15498,86 0.66 in 0.5 oe field 

suggesting that the procedure of measuring the total TREI gives a good value 
for the applied field even though we have no internal check. 

Shown in figure lc is the thermal demagnetization of the natural remanent 
magnetization of the above samples. It is to be noted that up to 200'~ the 
TREl-lost versus TREI-gained curves, suggest the presence of very little rema- 
nence in spite of grains withablocking temperature in this range. This may 
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be due to thermal cycling on the lunar surface which effectively cleans out 
a low temperature component. Above this range, the complex curves seen in 
the artificial TRM case are again present, and it seems difficult to obtain 
good paleointensities using these data (fig.old). Our earlier report on 
15498 (1) was based on the slope between 500 C and 650'~. On the basis of 
the above experiments we now compare the total TRM versus the NRM lost in 
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both cases after thermal demagnetization to 250 C to eliminate low tempera- 
ture effects. 

The ancient field values determined in this way are gammas 
68415,41 2,200 
15498,36 2,100 
10048,29 3,200 
62235,17 36,000 

We plan to request a new sample of 62235 for future tests since the 
sample we used had been used for electrical properties studies (2) and had 

0 
been heated to at least 300 C in unknown field and vacuum conditions. 

Other workers have determined values for some of these same samples. 
68416,23 gave 1.2 oe (3) and 62235,53 gave 1.4, 1.2 oe (4), values distinctly 
different than ours. If our values for these samples stand up, they show 
that the lunar magnetic field was quite weak during much of lunar history and 
there is no support for a major decrease in the lunar field as proposed by 
Stephenson et al(4). Supporting evidence for values of a few thousand gammas 
have been obtained by Watson et al. (1974) (5) 73235, 1100~) using the 
Thellier technique as well as by Banerjee and Mellema 1974 (6). 

We are convinced that the cause of the interactions which make the 
Thellier-Thellier technique unworkable are a series of partial self-reversals 
which are known to be associated with intergrowtgs of minerals with different 
Curie points. The peak in the PTRM curve at 300 C is almost certainly asso- 
ciated with the presence of Fe-FeS intergrowths in which metallicoiron with a 
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Curie point of 770 C causes the troilite with a Nee1 poin: of 3 2 0  C to a 
acquire a revgrsed defect magnetization. The peak at 550 C is associated 
either with an intergrowth of taenite and kamacite or with an intergrowth of 
nickel-rich iron with schreibersite (Curie point approx. 450'). Finally the 
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inflection point around 750 C may be associated with an intergrowth of iron 
and kamacite. These intergrowths are present in these samples as documented 
by Taylor et al, 1973 (7). 

We conclude that there are a set of interacting intergrowths that make 
it difficult to apply the Thellier-Thellier technique to lunar samples. 
Nevertheless, they appear to be fairly stable to changes on heating and so we 
have applied the total TRM method to determine values for the ancient field. 
These values are internally consistent and substantially lower than those 
reported by other investigators. In general our data using a more complete 
method agrees with the results of Cisowski et a1 (8). 
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